
Senior Kindergarten Distance Learning Plan March 16-27, 2020 
Below is a list of ideas for you to use at home with your child. Please do not feel overwhelmed by this list. You do not 
have to do every item on the list; just use this document as a guide.  
 

Kinder Math Skills to work on From Home: 

Please set aside time daily to review these skills for math: 

Counting by 1’s to 100 

Counting by 10’s to 100 

Counting by 5’s to 100 

Counting by 2’s to 24 

Use number poem to review correct number formation.  Have your kinder practice writing numbers using 

chalk, markers, dry erase boards 1-100.   

Also, have your kinder review phone number and address.  

Math Focus:  During the day have your Kinder Review Factions.  Give them a bag of something-cheerios, 

fruit loops and ask them to make a “Fair Share” for 2 friends.  Then 3 friends and lastly 4 friends.  

Math Focus: During the day have your Kinder Review Tally Marks.  Give them an item to hunt for- 

Something red, Something Circle, Legos.  Have them make a tally mark for each item.  Remind them- 

After I have 4 lines, what do I need to do?  

Math Focus:  During the day have your Kinder Review Patterns.  Use household items and make patterns.  

ABABABAB Patterns ABCABC Patterns and AABBAABB patterns.  Takes pictures of each and send them 

to me using the remind app. 

Math Focus: During the day have your Kinder play – Write that Number. This will review place value. 

Example- You say- I am a number that has 3 tens and 1 one. Have your kinder write the number and then 

read the number to you.  Kinders can write numbers using white board or paper, Repeat activity 15-20 

times.  

Math Focus: Most/Least using Yummy Math- Use Lucky Charms to review sorting and Most and Least. 

Have your Kinder sort the cereal pieces into groups. Discuss the question- What you have the most of 

and What you have the least of? Use pieces to build patterns.  

 

Kinder Language Arts Skills to work on From Home: 

Please set aside time daily to review these skills: 

Letter sounds and names.  You can use YouTube to play the Dr. Jean song- Alphardy Song.  They love it! 

Also, really enjoy playing “Write That Sound” You say a sound and they must write down using chalk, 

markers or a white board. 
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Be sure your Kinder is also practicing name writing daily- First and Last name using the correct letter 

formation. 

If Kinders have their blue Word Work Folder at home, have them review their book baggie books, 

tapping words and tapping sentences.  

Words of the Week 3/16- end, into, good, take, my, big, three 

Words of the Week 3/23- want, little, too, every, of, have, on 

-Using index cards make a card for each spelling words.  Once cards are together read card and spelling 

them out using your arm or clapping out each letter. 

-Have your Kinder pick out a book for you to read.  Have them point out the title and explain the jobs of 

the author and illustrator. Then have them respond to the story using smarty writing. 

 I like when___________________________________. 

 Your Kinder needs to respond to the prompt using a drawing and a complete sentence. 

-Using the remind app and the index cards made on Monday have your Kinder text me the spelling words. 

They need to text them to me 2x each. 

-Sentence dictation- You dictate the sentence and your kinder will use his/her knowledge of sight words 

and letter sounds to complete it.  Your Kinder can write the sentences using whiteboards or paper and 

pencil.  They must use a capital letter, Mr. Space and punctuation at the end.  

 Jim got the job on the ship. 

 The dog had a dish of fish. 

 Rob had a rash. 

- Using your index cards make another set of words for the week.  Put both sets of words together 

and play memory.  Your Kinder must read and spell each word.   

-Journal writing- Today I can… 

Have your kinder complete the writing prompt using smarty writing and drawing.  When your Kinder 

is writing be sure he/she is using a capital letter, Mr. Space and punctuation.  

- Allow time for your Kinder to practice words.  Have them use pencil and paper and write them 2x 

each.  Then give your kinder a Practice spelling test.  This will let you know what words he/she needs to 

work on for tomorrow. 

-Word Hunt- Use an old magazine or newspaper and allow your Kinder to word hunt.  He/she will 

find words that he/she can read and circle or highlight them. 
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- Spelling test.  Find a quiet spot and give your Kinder the spelling test of the weekly word listed.  

Once test is complete, grade it and send me a picture of it using the remind app. 

 

-Find a good fit book for your Kinder to read to you.  After he/she reads the book have him/her 

complete the writing- 

I like when… 

Have your Kinder use smarty writing and drawing to complete the prompt. 

 

Print off or write out these words for tapping:  Word Attack Skills/Sound Blending 

Please practice daily! 

Rob  mob  nab 

 

Sob  rib  fib 

 

Lab  rob  lob 

 

Fish  lash  rash 

 

Shot  shop  mash 

 

Ship  shag  Nash 
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Matt Nash had to shop. 

The ship had a lot of fish on it. 

The map is on his lap. 


